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	This book represents a comprehensive overview of

	the composition, biocompatibility, physical properties,

	mechanical properties, manipulative variables, and performance

	of direct and indirect restorative materials and auxiliary

	materials used in dentistry. The book is intended as a

	textbook for dental students, dental hygiene students, laboratory

	technicians, and dental materials scientists. It is also

	designed as an authoritative reference book for dentists,

	dental assistants, dental hygienists, and corporate marketing

	staff. Although the scientific concepts presented in some

	chapters are somewhat advanced, the text information in

	most chapters can be readily understood by individuals with

	a general college education.





	The twelfth edition of Phillips’ Science of Dental Materials

	is divided into four sections to reflect the focus of the chapters

	contained in each part. Part I, General Classes and Properties

	of Dental Materials, consists of seven chapters on the

	structure, physical properties, mechanical properties,

	casting methodology, dental polymers, and biocompatibility

	of restorative and auxiliary materials used in dentistry. Part

	II: Auxiliary Dental Materials, contains four chapters on

	impression materials, gypsum products, dental waxes, casting

	investments and casting procedures, and finishing and polishing

	materials. Part III: Direct Restorative Materials, is

	focused on four areas, bonding and bonding agents, restorative

	resins and cements, dental cements, and dental amalgams.

	Part IV: Indirect Restorative Materials, consists of

	six chapters including dental casting and soldering alloys,

	wrought metals, dental ceramics, denture base resins, dental

	implants, and a new chapter on emerging technologies. Direct

	and indirect materials are used to restore function and/or

	aesthetics in mouths containing damaged, decayed, or missing

	teeth by producing the restoration directly within the prepared

	tooth or by producing a prosthesis indirectly in a dental

	laboratory before placement in the oral cavity.
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Introducing SEO: Your quick-start guide to effective SEO practicesApress, 2016

	
		Use this easy-to-digest brief introduction to leverage search engine optimization (SEO) - an imperative methodology used to improve the visibility of websites using different strategies and techniques.

	
		Using a calculative and practical approach, this book teaches you the techniques, practical implementations, and...
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The Seventh Function of Language: A NovelFarrar, Straus and Giroux, 2017

	From the prizewinning author of HHhH, “the most insolent novel of the year” (L’Express) is a romp through the French intelligentsia of the twentieth century.


	Paris, 1980. The literary critic Roland Barthes diesâ€•struck by a laundry vanâ€•after lunch with the presidential...
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Advances in Consulting Research: Recent Findings and Practical Cases (Contributions to Management Science)Springer, 2018

	This book brings together cutting-edge research on consulting in a single volume, thus helping to make the state-of-the-art in the field of consulting research more accessible, to promote better practices in business, and to spark further research. The respective articles approach consulting from very different angles, taking into account...
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CATIA v6 EssentialsJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2009

	Computer Graphics-Aided Three-Dimensional Interactive Application (CATIA) is
	the world’s leading computer-aided design (CAD)/computer-aided manufacturing
	(CAM)/computer-aided engineering (CAE) package. Developed by Dassault Systèmes
	and marketed worldwide by IBM, CATIA delivers one of the best Product Lifecycle
	Management...
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Discovering Computers 2011: Complete (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Discovering Computers 2011: Complete, provides learners with a current and thorough introduction to computers by integrating the use of technology with the printed text.


	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are proud of the fact that the previous fi fteen editions of this textbook...
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Hierarchical Bayesian Optimization Algorithm: Toward a New Generation of Evolutionary AlgorithmsSpringer, 2005
This book provides a framework for the design of competent optimization techniques by combining advanced evolutionary algorithms with state-of-the-art machine learning techniques. The primary focus of the book is on two algorithms that replace traditional variation operators of evolutionary algorithms, by learning and sampling Bayesian networks:...
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